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Two assumptions that drive the development of military training simulators:

The higher the fidelity, the better the training.

Training is good if a subject matter expert thinks the simulator is good.
There is little evidence that support those assumptions

Other aspects of training are more important than fidelity...

Guided practice

Feedback

Performance measurement

Scenario construction
Engaging

What do you gain from low-fidelity?

- Models used in the game are easy to create and update
- Easy to learn
- Few number of operators to run the game
- Development costs are low ($SSM \approx \$300k$)

Saves time
Saves money
Saves personnel
SSM a naval wargame
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What the players do in the game
Courses

Has been used for three years...

**Officers Academy** (Cadetts graduating as ensigns)

**Staff Course** (Liutenants graduating as Lieutenant Commanders)

**Higher Staff Course** (Lieutenant Commanders graduating as Commanders)

Despite the low fidelity both students and instructors are very pleased with the deeper understanding of naval theory and tactics they get after playing the game.
The end
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